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Abstract

This article explores continuities and discontinuities in Polish Catholic discourses on
family planning across a time span that tends to be divided in the historiography on
Poland and political history in general. The period we analyse begins in 1930, with
the pivotal encyclical Casti connubii defining church doctrine on contraception, and
ends with the legalization of abortion in 1956, and a state-sponsored family planning
campaign the following year. In order to reconstruct Catholic teachings on marriage
and family planning we examine advice publications that received official church
approval, paying particular attention to their gendered dimensions, the emphasis
placed on marriage, and the ‘calendar’ method. Although our research includes three
politically and socially distinct periods, we argue that the content of Catholic teachings
on family planning in Poland was consistent throughout. We also show that, although
there were some distinct national characteristics, the Polish Catholic discourse on fam-
ily planning resembled to a great extent the developments in other countries, particu-
larly in regard to visions of marriage and sexuality. As we delineate, by engaging in the
discussion on family planning, Catholic authors acted as active constructors of modern-
ity, construed in both periods in relation to science and nationalism.

The ‘calendar’ has evoked a particular meaning for Catholics since the 1930s.
For those wishing to limit the size of their families, it indicates a ‘natural fam-
ily planning’ method based on observation of the female cycle. Popularly
referred to in this way, the Ogino–Knaus method gained approval from the
1930 encyclical Casti connubii, which, along with condemning abortion and
divorce, explicitly forbade the use of ‘artificial’ contraception. The method,
and Catholic doctrine on contraception as a whole, have caused heated debate
in Poland, a chiefly Catholic country in which the church actively engages in
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debates about sexuality and has attempted to shape the reproductive behav-
iour of its congregation since before the Second World War.

In this article, we discuss Catholic teachings on family planning in Poland
between the publication of Casti connubii and the mid-1950s, when the govern-
ment legalized abortion and initiated a family planning campaign. Therefore,
we cover three politically and socially distinct periods: the interwar period
and the first ten years of communist rule, separated by a six-year war and
occupation period when virtually all publication activity pertaining to family
planning ceased. Rather than publication of the encyclical, it was secular
debates about family planning and the endeavours of the social activist and lit-
erary critic Tadeusz Boy-Żeleński during the early 1930s that prompted
Catholic reactions in Poland.1 The legalization of abortion in 1956 and the
ensuing birth control campaign also initiated wide debate, in which partici-
pants voiced their opinions on sexuality, ideal family size, gender roles, and
reproductive politics.2 Therefore, the period under study embraces the
twenty-five years between two of the most crucial public debates on family
planning in Polish history.

We argue that the period between 1930 and 1957 was coherent in terms of
the content of Catholic teachings on family planning in Poland. The only dis-
tinguishable sub-period is the Stalinist era (1950–5), when, due to state repres-
sion, church publications drastically diminished, yet the content of Catholic
teachings remained consistent and the Polish church maintained contacts
with the Vatican.3 We also show that, although there were some distinct
national characteristics, the Polish debate and the teachings of the Catholic
church on family planning resembled to a great extent developments in
other countries, particularly in regard to visions of marriage and sexuality.
As we delineate, by engaging in the discussion on family planning, Catholic
authors in pre- and post-war Poland acted as constructors of modernity, con-
strued in both periods in relation to nationalism.

As scholars of the intersection of religion and family planning have shown,
national debates and receptions of Catholic doctrine formulated on the global
level differed according to specific cultural context. Political and religious dif-
ferences, for example, shaped the way Catholics responded to controversies on

1 On Catholic reactions to the conscious motherhood campaign, see, for example, Aleksander
Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino. Rozwiązanie zagadnienia regulacji urodzin ze stanowiska katolickiego (The dis-
cover of Dr Ogino: solving the problem of the regulation of births from the Catholic stance) (Poznań, 1932);
Maria Kępińska, Świadome macierzyństwo (Conscious motherhood) (Poznań, 1934); Adam Sawicki,
Regulacja urodzeń w świetle nauki Kościoła katolickiego (Regulation of births in the light of the Catholic
church’s doctrine) (Katowice, 1935).

2 Aleksandra Czajkowska, ‘O dopuszczalności przerywania ciąży: ustawa z dnia 27 kwietnia 1956
r. i towarzyszące jej dyskusje’ (‘On permission for pregnancy termination: the law of 27 April 1956
and the debates around it’), in Marcin Kula, ed., Kłopoty z seksem w PRL. Rodzenie nie całkiem po ludzku,
aborcja, choroby, odmienności (Problems with sex in the People’s Republic of Poland: not entirely human
birth-giving, abortion, disease, otherness) (Warsaw, 2012), pp. 99–186.

3 Kuria Metropolitalna w Warszawie, Katechizacja narzeczonych. Konferencje z zakresu przygotowania
do sakramentu małżeństwa (Catechesis for the betrothed: lectures on preparation for the sacrament of mar-
riage) (2 vols., Warsaw, 1952), I, p. 8.
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birth control.4 Poland, as an eastern European, chiefly Catholic country, with a
large Jewish minority in the interwar period, and in the post-war period more
culturally and religiously homogenized, offers a unique perspective on the
reception of Catholic doctrine. We also focus on the actors who shaped the
church’s stance on contraception, paying attention to transnational influences,
which included transmission from the Vatican to the local church, as well as
horizontal international circulation of writings. Nowadays in Poland,
Catholicism still has a profound influence on legislation on issues such as abor-
tion or LGBTQ+ rights. A comparative historical perspective may illuminate
specific trajectories that shaped Polish Catholicism with its strong focus on
reproduction.

Through an analysis of this reception and its specific features, we ask ques-
tions about the shaping of modernity by Catholicism in Poland. As recent
scholarship on Great Britain and Ireland has shown, modernity was not only
a challenge for religious doctrines by posing a threat of secularization, but
was also being actively incorporated into those doctrines by Christians them-
selves.5 Without engaging in theoretical debates on modernity, we understand
modernization as a process of social transformation characterized by an
increasing importance of scientific knowledge, technology, rationalism, and
the belief in progress. From this perspective, we aim to analyse the relation-
ship of science, religion, and modern nationalism in the Polish reception of
Catholic doctrine on family planning.

To reconstruct Catholic teaching on family planning between 1930 and 1957,
we examine relevant publications granted official approval by the Polish
Catholic church hierarchy, paying particular attention to gendered dimensions,
the emphasis placed on marriage and its objectives, and the ‘calendar’ method.
For the post-war period, we also include two publications intended for use by
priests in marriage preparation courses and lectures. These represent an early
stage in this instruction, which underwent significant development from the
mid-1960s onwards.6 The question of the influence of these teachings on indi-
vidual practice is beyond the scope of this article. As numerous studies have
revealed, the influence of religion on reproductive decision-making is a com-
plex process in which not only official doctrine and the clergy intervene,
but also other actors such as the state and medical doctors.7 By examining

4 Alana Harris, ‘Reframing the “laws of life”: Catholic doctors, natural law and the evolution of
Catholic sexology in interwar Britain’, Contemporary British History, 4 (2020), pp. 529–54; Alexander
Pavuk, ‘Catholic birth control? Father John O’Brien, rhythm, and progressive American Catholicism
in 1930s contraception discourse’, U.S. Catholic Historian, 1 (2016), pp. 53–76; Caroline Rusterholz,
‘Reproductive behavior and contraceptive practices in comparative perspective, Switzerland
(1955–1970)’, History of the Family, 1 (2015), pp. 41–68.

5 John Carter Wood, ‘Introduction: Christian modernities in Britain and Ireland in the twentieth
century’, Contemporary British History, 4 (2020), pp. 495–509.

6 Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska and Agata Ignaciuk, ‘Family planning advice in state-socialist
Poland, 1950s–1980s: local and transnational exchanges’, Medical History, 2 (2020), pp. 240–66.

7 Diane Gervais and Danielle Gauvreau, ‘Women, priests, and physicians: family limitation in
Quebec 1940–1970’, Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 2 (2003), pp. 293–314; Rusterholz,
‘Reproductive behavior and contraceptive practices’; Angelo Somers and Frans van Poppel,
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what kind of authors shaped Polish response to Casti connubii, we illuminate
one of the dimensions of the complex reception and transmission process.

Our article builds on and dialogues with scholarship on Catholicism and
family planning in the twentieth century, which has developed extensively
in recent years, especially in relation to the West and Poland. Scholarly interest
in Catholic teachings on contraception dates back to the 1960s and the seminal
book Contraception: a history of its treatment by the Catholic theologians and can-
onists, by the American scholar John Tomas Noonan, the publication of
which was prompted by debates on birth control by the Second Vatican
Council.8 In the ensuing decades, American historians addressed the birth con-
trol practices of Catholics and debate on contraception in American Catholic
circles.9 A similar interest in Catholic birth control doctrine and contraceptive
practices spurred research and publications on developments in several largely
Catholic Latin American and European countries.10 Many historians studying
more recent practices and discussions, particularly during the second half of
the twentieth century, have relied extensively on oral histories to explore
the intricate negotiations that lay Catholics have made with religious doctrine
and the problems they have encountered when attempting to reconcile reli-
gious teachings with sexual desire.11 Lastly, several new publications on
Catholicism and contraception have adopted a transnational perspective, par-
ticularly when focusing on the 1968 encyclical Humanae vitae.12 In contrast, the
influence of and response to the Casti connubii encyclical has so far received
little scholarly attention.13 Lucia Pozzi’s recent book and earlier articles have
illuminated the process through which Casti connubii was produced and the
response in a number of countries.14 However, Catholic teachings on

‘Priest, parishioner and posterity: a Dutch urban legend or historical fact?’, History of the Family, 2
(2010), pp. 174–90.

8 John Thomas Noonan, Contraception: a history of its treatment by the Catholic theologians and can-
onists (Cambridge, MA, 1965).

9 Leslie Woodcock Tentler, Catholics and contraception: an American history (Ithaca, NY, 2009);
Kathleen A. Tobin, The American religious debate over birth control, 1907–1937 (Jefferson, CA, 2001);
Alexander Pavuk, Respectably Catholic and scientific: evolution and birth control between the world
wars (Washington, DC, 2021).

10 Raúl Necochea López, A history of family planning in twentieth-century Peru (Chapel Hill, NC,
2014); Martine Sevegrand, Les Enfants du bon dieu. Les catholiques français et la procréation au XXe
siècle (Paris, 1995); Martine Sevegrand, L’Affaire ‘Humanae vitae’. L’Église catholique et la contraception
(Paris, 2008); Anne-Marie Sohn, ‘French Catholics between abstinence and the “appeasement of
lust”, 1930–1950’, in Franz X. Eder, Lesley A. Hall, and Gert Hekma, eds., Sexual cultures in Europe:
themes in sexuality (Manchester, 1999) pp. 223–54; Brian Girvin, ‘An Irish solution to an Irish prob-
lem: Catholicism, contraception, and change’, Contemporary European History, 1 (2017), pp. 1–22.

11 David Geiringer, The pope and the pill: sex, Catholicism, and women in post-war England
(Manchester, 2019). For another history of Catholic birth control practices that uses oral history,
see Laura Kelly, ‘The contraceptive pill in Ireland, c. 1964–1979: activism, women, and patient–doc-
tor relationships’, Medical History, 2 (2020), pp. 195–218.

12 Alana Harris, ed., The schism of ’68: Catholicism, contraception and ‘Humanae vitae’ in Europe, 1945–
1975 (Cham, 2018).

13 Lucia Pozzi, The Catholic church and modern sexual knowledge, 1850–1950 (Cham, 2021).
14 Lucia Pozzi, ‘The problem of birth control in the United States under the papacy of Pious XI’,

in David I. Kertzer, Charles R. Gallagher, and Alberto Melloni, eds., Pious XI and America: proceedings
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contraception stemming from the encyclical and their adaptation have not
been studied in reference to predominately Catholic regions and countries
beyond western Europe and North America.

Scholars interested in the engagement of the Catholic church in reproduct-
ive policies and practices in Poland have tended to focus on the post-1956
years.15 The church’s family planning policies of earlier decades remain under-
researched. When examining issues related to family planning in the 1930s,
scholars have mostly concentrated on the activities of those engaged in the
‘conscious motherhood’ campaign, and have rarely subjected the teachings
of the Catholic church to systematic scrutiny.16 Scholarship devoted to repro-
ductive politics in the early years after the Second World War has emphasized
population policies and abortion legislation.17 The role of the Catholic church
and its teachings on family planning in this period have yet to receive thor-
ough analysis.

In what follows, we first establish the main premises of reproductive politics
in interwar and post-war Poland. We then explore the major Catholic publica-
tions on family planning of the period, first discussing their content and
authorship, and then focusing on three themes that were most prominent in
the advice books and pamphlets we have analysed: the framing of the ‘calen-
dar’ method in terms of goals and usage; how the objectives of marriage were
construed in the context of procreation and the conceptualization of gender

of the Brown University Conference (Berlin, 2012), pp. 209–32; Lucia Pozzi, ‘The encyclical Casti connubii
(1930): the origin of the twentieth century discourse of the Catholic church on family and sexual-
ity’, in Caroline Sagesser amd Cécile Vanderpelen-Diagre, eds., La Sainte Famille. Sexualité, filiation et
parentalité dans l’Eglise catholique (Brussels, 2017), pp. 41–53.

15 Natalia Jarska, ‘Modern marriage and the culture of sexuality: experts between the state and
the church in Poland, 1956–1970’, European History Quarterly, 3 (2019), pp. 467–90;
Kuźma-Markowska and Ignaciuk, ‘Family planning advice’; Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska, ‘Marx or
Malthus? Population debates and reproductive politics in state-socialist Poland in the 1950s and
1960s’, History of the Family, 4 (2020), pp. 576–98; Agnieszka Kościańska, ‘Humanae Vitae, birth control
and the forgotten history of the Catholic church in Poland’, in Harris, ed., Schism of ’68, pp. 187–208.

16 Magdalena Marcinkowska-Gawin, ‘“Boyownicy i boyowniczki”: środowisko “Wiadomości
Literackich” wobec problemu regulacji urodzeń’ (‘ “Boy followers”: the circle of Literary News and
the problem of regulating births’), in Anna Żarnowska and Andrzej Szwarc, eds., Kobieta i kultura
życia codziennego, wiek XIX i XX (Women and the culture of everyday life in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries) (Warsaw, 1997), pp. 113–47; Magda Gawin, ‘Planowanie rodziny: hasła i rzeczywistość’
(‘Family planning: slogans and reality’), in Anna Żarnowska and Andrzej Szwarc, eds., Równe
prawa i nierówne szanse. Kobiety w Polsce międzywojennej (Equal rights and unequal opportunities:
women in interwar Poland) (Warsaw, 2000), pp. 221–39; Dobrochna Kałwa, ‘Głosy kobiet w sprawie
planowania rodziny w świetle prasy z lat 1929–1932’ (‘Women’s voices on family planning in the
light of the press, 1929–1932’), in Żarnowska and Szwarc, eds., Kobieta i kultura życia codziennego,
pp. 123–32.

17 Barbara Klich-Kluczewska, ‘Making up for the losses of war: reproduction politics in post-war
Poland’, in Ruth Leiserowitz and Maren Röger, eds., Women and men at war: a gender perspective on
World War II and its aftermath in central and eastern Europe (Osnabrück, 2012), pp. 307–28; Barbara
Klich-Kluczewska, ‘Przypadek Marii spod Bochni: próba analizy mikrohistorycznej procesu o
aborcję z 1949 r.’ (‘The case of Maria from Bochnia: an attempt at a microhistorical analysis of
an abortion trial’), Rocznik Antropologii Historii (Yearbook of Historical Anthropology), 1 (2012),
pp. 195–209.
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roles; and the ideal family size advocated by Catholic writers, and their under-
lying arguments.

I

In the first decades of the twentieth century, Poland was a predominantly agri-
cultural country characterized by high rates of both fertility and infant mor-
tality. Revived in 1918 after over a century of partitions, the Polish state
retained three separate sets of inherited legislation during the first decade
of its existence. At the beginning of the 1930s, as a Codification Committee
attempted to unify the law, a heated debate was initiated on the issue of abor-
tion. One argument employed by proponents of liberal abortion legislation was
the need to reduce the high number of clandestine abortions through the pro-
vision of information about contraception. While abortion was illegal in inter-
war Poland, in contrast to several Western countries such as France and the
United States, contraceptives and their promotion were not prohibited.18

In the wake of this discussion, two groups began to campaign for birth con-
trol: one consisted of liberal writers and literary critics associated with the
magazine Literary News (Wiadomości Literackie); the other was a group of socialist
doctors and activists. Referring to the idea and practice of family planning as
‘conscious motherhood’, these liberals and socialists included articles on fam-
ily planning in their periodicals and established a number of birth control
clinics, mainly in the larger cities, to advise women on female-controlled
methods of contraception. Although the campaign for conscious motherhood
engaged several doctors and social activists, the Polish public primarily
associated it with one person: the literary critic and writer Tadeusz
Boy-Żeleński, who, during the 1930s, was vehemently criticized by opponents
of family planning and sexual reform.19 Some of his most vocal adversaries
were recruited from the Catholic clergy, and condemnation of conscious
motherhood by the powerful and influential Catholic church certainly contrib-
uted to the demise and lack of lasting impact of Polish birth control activism in
the mid-1930s.

The December 1930 publication of Casti connubii prompted significant inter-
est among the church hierarchy and the Polish public.20 The encyclical
responded to the liberal stances on contraception recently adopted by some
Protestant churches,21 but, in a broader sense, the document was a reaction
to increasingly secular trends in attitudes to sexuality, embodied in the highly
popular book by Theodor van de Velde, Ideal marriage.22 Casti connubii was

18 Andrea Tone, Devices and desires: a history of contraceptives in America (New York, NY, 2002);
Angus McLaren, A history of contraception: from antiquity to the present day (Oxford, 1992).

19 Eva Plach, The clash of moral nations: cultural politics in Pilsudski’s Poland, 1926–1935 (Athens, OH,
2006).

20 See, for example, Robert Mäder, Wielka tajemnica: odczyty na temat Encykliki Piusa XI. ‘Casti con-
nubii’ o małżeństwie chrześcijańskiem (Great mystery: lectures on the encyclical ‘Casti connubii’ about
Christian marriage) (Katowice, 1931).

21 Tobin, American religious debate; Tentler, Catholics and contraception.
22 Pozzi, Catholic church and modern sexual knowledge, ch. 7.
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swiftly translated into Polish and published in the midst of the aforementioned
conscious motherhood debate.23 It was followed by a cascade of publications
intended to popularize the church’s reproductive doctrine and its practical
consequences. Publications by Catholic authors were set in ‘a confronting dia-
logue’ with the opinions and views of liberal and socialist doctors and activists
engaged in the conscious motherhood campaign, particularly those of
Boy-Żeleński.24 Consequently, while Polish authors of booklets on Catholic
teachings in the 1930s only mentioned Casti connubii intermittently, they
almost always discussed the activities of these domestic birth control pioneers.
This Polish Catholic discourse was, therefore, a reaction to its secular equiva-
lent, in parallel with an encyclical that responded to secular trends on a global
level.

The war that began in Polish lands in 1939 decimated the population. As the
historian Barbara Klich-Kluczewska has argued, the aim of post-war population
policies was to ‘make up for the losses of war’ in a country that had lost ten
million people through war-related deaths, mass migrations, and border
changes. The communist authorities responded to this phenomenon with pro-
natalist propaganda, criticism of neo-Malthusianism, and policies intended to
strengthen the post-war ‘baby boom’. Providing insured families with benefits,
the socialist state limited access to abortion and contraceptives – not manufac-
tured in the centrally planned economy – and medicalized pregnancy and
childbirth, enhancing pre- and neo-natal care in an attempt to reduce infant
mortality.25 While the Catholic church was often at odds with the communist
government and suffered a significant blow to its political influence, particu-
larly under Stalinism, it applauded these pro-natalist policies.

The post-war baby boom, the reduction in infant mortality, and state pro-
natalist policies resulted in a sharp rise in the birth rate during the early 1950s.
In response to this, as well as to a shift in Soviet population policies, which
included the legalization of abortion in 1955, and concern about the ability
to satisfy the consumption needs of an increasing population, Polish author-
ities adopted a policy of moderate anti-natalism in the mid-1950s. Abortion
was legalized in the country in 1956 and a birth control campaign was
launched the following year. The Catholic church, the influence of which
increased during the post-Stalinist political thaw, actively participated in the
debate unfolding in the wake of changes in reproductive and population

23 Jego Świątobliwości Piusa XI Papieża encyklika o małżeństwie chrześcijańskiem z dnia 31 grudnia 1930
(His Holiness Pope Pius XI’s encyclical on Christian marriage of 31 December 1930), transl. Stanisław
Okoniewski (Kraków, 1931).

24 Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska, ‘Confrontation and dialogue: family planning narratives and
activisms in interwar Poland’, in Heidi Hein-Kircher, ed., Tracing social change: family planning
since the nineteenth century (in press).

25 Barbara Klich-Kluczewska and Piotr Perkowski, ‘Obiekty biopolityki? Zdrowie, reprodukcja i
przemoc’ (‘The object of biopolitics? Health, reproduction and violence’), in Katarzyna
Stańczak-Wiślicz, Piotr Perkowski, Małgorzata Fidelis, and Barbara Klich-Kluczewska, Kobiety w
Polsce 1945–1989. Nowoczesność, równouprawnienie, komunizm (Women in Poland, 1945–1989: modernity,
equality, and communism) (Kraków, 2020), pp. 337–79.
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policy.26 Vehemently critical of both abortion and ‘artificial’ contraception, the
church was still advocating the teachings of Casti connubii in the mid-1950s.

II

In this section, we discuss the characteristics of Catholic writings on marriage
and family planning, paying particular attention to authorship and trans-
national influences. The so-called Ogino–Knaus method advised in Catholic
books and pamphlets was discovered in the 1920s independently by a
Japanese gynaecologist Kyusako Ogino and an Austrian gynaecologist
Hermann Knaus. It was then adopted and popularized in the 1930s by the
Dutch Catholic physician Jan Nikolaus Smulders.27 During the period under dis-
cussion, however, there was no official Catholic recommendation of this
method: rather, the 1930 papal encyclical was construed as approving natural
birth regulation. In order to ensure readers that their publications followed
church teachings, books on the Ogino–Knaus method contained an imprimatur
(from Latin, ‘let it be printed’) – a declaration of church authorization. There
was some opposition to the method within the Catholic church in Poland dur-
ing the 1930s, particularly from older conservative theologians and national-
ists. However, a substantial number of liberal theologians approved of both
the method and the interpretation of Catholic teachings on marriage
presented by authors of these publications.28

Some of the publications focused on the theological dimensions of mar-
riage, while others concentrated on how to apply the Ogino–Knaus method.
Many contained tables for calculating fertile and infertile periods and other
practical information to enable Catholic couples to use the ‘calendar’ method
without professional medical instruction. During both the 1930s and the
post-1945 period, Catholic authors tended to refer to their subject matter as
‘periodic abstinence’ (wstrzemięźliwość okresowa) or ‘natural regulation of births’
(naturalna regulacja urodzeń), thus avoiding the terms adopted by the birth con-
trol movement in Poland and abroad, such as ‘birth control’ and ‘conscious
motherhood’, although in some instances Catholic authors attempted to
redefine the latter in Catholic terms.29

Advice books and pamphlets were intended for either married couples or
fiancés in the process of marriage preparation. Some responded to the encyc-
lical call to organize marriage preparation for Catholics, providing a concise
résumé of the doctrine to be distributed among fiancés, who would then
undergo a pre-marital exam.30 Some were explicitly targeted at a broader
Catholic public, including physicians, priests, mothers, and fathers.31 Their

26 Kuźma-Markowska, ‘Marx or Malthus’.
27 Pozzi, Catholic church and modern sexual knowledge, p. 251; Agata Ignaciuk, ‘Catholicizing nature:

medicine and “natural family planning” in communist Poland’ (in preparation).
28 Aleksander Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (Poznań, 1934), p. 4.
29 Kępińska, Świadome macierzyństwo.
30 Michał Sopoćko, Nauka przedślubna (Pre-marital teaching) (Wilno, 1939); Michał Sopoćko, Nauka

przedślubna (Wrocław, 1948).
31 John A. O’Brien, Rytm małżeński (Marital rhythm) (Warsaw, 1949).
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content informed Catholic laity, either directly or indirectly, intermediated by
Catholic clergy. However, the readership of particular titles is difficult to trace,
even if references to them might be found in memoirs of the post-war
generation.32

With one exception, all advice books and pamphlets were written by men –
priests and Catholic intellectuals – and most were produced by Catholic pub-
lishing houses.33 Medical doctors were less well represented, in contrast to the
prominent role played by Catholic doctors in developing and explaining the
church’s doctrine on birth control, or shaping reproductive practices, in
other countries, both pre- and post-war.34 Among the analysed authors, only
one – Aleksander Zajdlicz – presented himself as a ‘doctor’, nevertheless hiding
behind a pseudonym. Other authors did not build their authority on profes-
sional medical knowledge, but rather as Catholic clergy or just ‘Catholics’.
Medical doctors were present as supporting actors, as in the case of Polish edi-
tions of the German-language pamphlet by Iwan Eugen Georg, to which a pref-
ace was written by a Polish doctor, Paweł Gantkowski. Gantkowski was the
author of a textbook on ‘pastoral medicine’, where he explained hygiene and
medicine to Catholic priests. In the chapter devoted to procreation, he gave
advice to confessors how to understand women’s confessions of abortion, usu-
ally referred to by a range of euphemisms, as well as highlighted that – accord-
ing to medical knowledge – ‘life begins at conception’.35 As this example shows,
Catholic medical doctors played a role in the shaping of Polish priests’ knowl-
edge on human reproduction and advice on moral judgement, yet when it
came to propagating the ‘natural regulation of birth’, priests were at the fore-
front. Medical authority, however, was often invoked. An interesting case is
Walenty Majdański, a prolific author of anti-abortion pamphlets, who was
not a doctor but sometimes published under the name ‘doctor Antoni
Henke’, thus claiming medical authority.

Catholic publications on family planning included works by Polish authors
but also numerous translations, mostly from German. The most popular for-
eign publication on the Ogino–Knaus method translated into Polish was a
book by Iwan Eugen Georg, which was the nom de plume of a probably
Austrian, or Czech, enthusiast of the Ogino–Knaus method.36 This work had
six Polish-language editions between 1935 and 1949, being reissued three
times in the pre-war years and the same number of times in the post-war per-
iod. The book became a global phenomenon, translated in the 1930s and in
post-war decades into several languages, and published widely in Europe
and the United States. Polish Catholicism, therefore, remained transnationally

32 Agata Ignaciuk and Natalia Jarska, ‘Unawareness and expertise: acquiring knowledge about
sexuality in postwar Poland,’ Journal of the History of Sexuality (forthcoming).

33 Kępińska, Świadome macierzyństwo.
34 Harris, ‘Reframing the “laws of life”’; Rusterholz, ‘Reproductive behavior and contraceptive

practices’, p. 53.
35 Paweł Gantkowski, Medycyna pastoralna. Oraz podstawy higjeny codziennego życia w stosunku do

duszpasterza i parafji (Pastoral medicine: and the basis of personal hygiene in relation to the priest and
the parish) (Poznań, 1927).

36 John L. Thomas, review of I. E. Georg, The truth about rhythm, Linacre Quarterly, 2 (1963), p. 89.
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connected both before and after the Second World War, despite the communist
takeover in 1945. Nevertheless, some Polish authors felt mobilized by this
transmission to provide ‘a Polish product to substitute the foreign ones’,
written by a ‘Polish citizen’.37 The apparent disapproval of the popularity
of the German language translation did not, however, stem from its possible
connotations with Nazi Germany, as the circulation of Georg’s book encoun-
tered obstacles in Germany, which in the post-1933 period based its repro-
ductive and population policies on eugenic principles. Nazi eugenic
policies entailed not only sterilization of the ‘unfit’ but also a ban on contra-
ceptives for those who might produce ‘quality children’.38 As Georg declared
in the preface published in the post-war Polish translation, his book was out-
right banned in Austria after 1938 German annexation, which shows that the
Nazis interpreted Georg’s publication as a possible incentive to and a tool for
limiting births.39

Another important foreign publication on natural regulation of births that
circulated in Poland was Natural birth control, written by a progressive-liberal
American priest, John O’Brien. Published in the United States first as a booklet
entitled Legitimate birth control, it was issued in 1938 in an extended version
with tables and instructions explaining in detail how to implement the
Ogino–Knaus method.40 The book was translated and published in Polish in
1949 by a secular publisher without official church approval. What linked
O’Brien’s publication with several local Polish productions was the emphasis
on practical use of the ‘calendar’ method, and his references to science that
was to legitimize the method’s usage and that was embedded in the discourse
of modernity.

A large number of 1930s publications were reprinted several times during
the pre-war decade and republished in the post-1945 years. We observe a
strong continuity in terms of published titles and authors, such as Georg,
although some authors were popular either before the war, like Aleksander
Zajdlicz (the pseudonym of Andrzej Niesiołowski), or after, such as
Majdański, who first published in 1937 and authored four titles in the post-war
period (see table 1). About thirty publications were produced between 1945
and 1949, and only five during the Stalinist era. Although the content of the
publications remained generally the same in different editions, the authors fre-
quently changed the introductions or prefaces, reacting at times to the discus-
sions developing in relation to the book’s publication, or providing additional
rationales for the method.

37 Jan Marski, Małżeństwo wierne naturze. Kalendarz małżeński. Metody Smuldersa według teorji natur-
alnej regulacji urodzin Knaus–Ogino (Marriage faithful to nature. The marital calendar: the Smulders method
according to the Knaus–Ogino natural regulation of births theory) (Poznań, 1935).

38 Gisela Bock, ‘Racism and sexism in Nazi Germany: motherhood, compulsory sterilization, and
the state’, Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, 31 (1983), pp. 400–21.

39 Iwan Eugen Georg, Z tajników pożycia małżeńskiego i jego społecznych powikłań (On the secrets of
marriage and its social consequences) (5th edn, Kraków, 1947), p. 7.

40 John A. O’Brien, Natural birth control without contraceptives, according to nature’s law in harmony
with Catholic morality (Huntington, IN, 1938).
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III

In this section we discuss the framing of the ‘calendar’ method, the rationale of
and implementation of which was the most prominent theme in the publica-
tions we have explored. Examining the goals of the Ogino–Knaus method dis-
cussed by the Catholic authors, as well as its practical usage, we emphasize
continuities in the pre- and post-war periods, and we juxtapose the Catholic
teachings on family planning with those of the liberal and socialist proponents
of ‘conscious motherhood’ in the interwar period.

Polish Catholic publications, in line with church doctrine shaped by Casti
connubii, discouraged the use of both abortion and contraception as birth con-
trol. Artificial contraception was conceptualized in the encyclical as ‘abuse’, a
term employed since the nineteenth century to mean improper use of the con-
jugal act.41 Drawing on encyclical recognition of the right to sexual restraint in
marriage, Catholic authors propagated birth control methods that could be
interpreted as legitimate in light of Holy See teachings. While the encyclical
did not explicitly authorize calendar-based methods, and papal approval was
not given until a speech to midwives in 1951, using knowledge of female physi-
ology discovered in the nineteenth century had never been officially
condemned.

In line with Casti connubii, Polish Catholic authors unanimously condemned
contraception. In direct references to the encyclical, using ‘artificial methods
of avoiding conception’ was labelled abusus matrimonii and ‘against nature’.42

The rationale against contraception included both moral and medical argu-
ments. It was claimed that using contraception placed women’s health in

Table 1 Polish books on natural regulation of births with multiple editions

Author and title
Number of
editions Publishing years

Bross, Stanisław, Miłość, małżeństwo, rodzina 2 1935, 1948

Georg, Iwan Eugen, Z tajników pożycia
małżeńskiego i jego społecznych powikłań

6 1935, 1937, 1939,
1947, 1948, 1949

Kozubski, Zygmunt, Podstawy etyki płciowej 3 1939, 1947, 1955

Majdański, Walenty, Giganci 3 1937, 1938, 1947

Marski, Jan, Małżeństwo wierne naturze. Kalendarz
małżeński, metody Smuldersa według teorii
naturalnej regulacji urodzeń Ogino–Knaus

5 1935, 1937, 1939,
1946, 1948

Podoleński, Stanisław, U progu. Książka dla
młodych

2 1938, 1948

Sopoćko, Michał, Nauka przedślubna 2 1939, 1948

41 Pozzi, Catholic church and modern sexual knowledge, pp. 194, 225.
42 Georg, Z tajników pożycia małżeńskiego.
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danger and could lead to sexual disorders.43 Abortion caused even greater
damage. Both practices were considered sinful. Advice books stated that under-
going abortion would produce ‘immediate punishment’, such as infertility, dis-
ease, or even death. Catholic authors also denounced another popular way of
avoiding pregnancy, coitus interruptus, as unhealthy for women.

In their disapproval of artificial contraception, Polish Catholic authors fol-
lowed the line established by the church but differed from the liberal and
socialist proponents of ‘conscious motherhood’ in interwar Poland. Doctors
and activists engaged in the family planning campaign advised women on
using female-controlled barrier methods such as diaphragms that would be
disapprovingly deemed ‘artificial’ by the Catholic authors. Liberal birth control
pioneers discouraged coitus interruptus as too taxing on the nerves and unreli-
able, in which they resembled Catholic authors.44 A socialist social activist and
doctor, Justyna Budzińska-Tylicka, while identifying some similarities in the
rationales of Catholic authors discussing the calendar and the arguments of
birth control pioneers (discussed in the following sections), differentiated
strongly between the Ogino–Knaus method and the ones advised in birth con-
trol clinics, stressing the unreliability of the former.45 At the same time,
Catholic authors and enthusiasts of ‘conscious motherhood’ converged in
their views regarding abortion, envisaged as an improper and harmful way
of controlling fertility.46

The Ogino–Knaus method of establishing fertile and infertile periods was
the sole method of natural birth regulation presented in Polish Catholic pub-
lications during the period under analysis. Polish authors did not refer to a
natural family planning method that relied on measuring temperature to
establish fertile and infertile periods, established in the mid-1930s. The publi-
cations usually recommended the ‘calendar’ method developed by Smulders,
transferred to Poland through translations of foreign publications, particularly
from German, in an example of transnational knowledge transfer and adapta-
tion of foreign publications to the Polish audience.

Both pre- and post-war publications characterized the ‘calendar’ method in
a consistent way, emphasizing its morality, usability, and reliability. The
Ogino–Knaus method was presented as a healthy and moral alternative to con-
traceptives, coitus interruptus, and abortion, enabling married couples to enjoy
sex and therefore cultivate the secondary objectives of marriage (such as
mutual assistance) without resorting to immoral and damaging methods.47

Periodic abstinence, as some authors emphasized, helped strengthen a person’s
moral qualities. The Ogino–Knaus method involved ‘using nature’ rather than
abusing it, benefiting from the natural infertility periods generously granted
by God.48 The juxtaposition between ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’ was consistently

43 O’Brien, Rytm małżeński, pp. 77–87.
44 Gawin, ‘Planowanie rodziny’.
45 Kuźma-Markowska, ‘Confrontation and dialogue’.
46 Gawin, ‘Planowanie rodziny’.
47 For example, Jan Marski, Małżeństwo wierne naturze (Poznań, 1938), pp. 7–8.
48 O’Brien, Rytm małżeński, pp. 41–2; Marski, Małżeństwo wierne naturze (1938), p. 6.
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used in Catholic publications on contraception, as it highlighted the negative
nature of ‘artificial birth control’ as violating natural law. Present in Catholic
discourse since the late nineteenth century, it was later applied in the 1968
encyclical Humanae vitae, reinforcing the ban on ‘artificial’ contraception
after the invention of the pill.49

Advice books of the 1930s often presented the method as a simple tech-
nique not requiring medical advice.50 Publications intended to be practical
manuals used in the privacy of home included calendars and elaborate expla-
nations of how to count fertile and infertile days. While some authors officially
stated that medical consultation could help in establishing these days, they
acknowledged that only a few doctors were acquainted with the method and
that Catholic practitioners could rely on their own observations and careful
practice.51 This supposition differentiated Catholic publications from state-
ments by interwar birth control pioneers in Poland and elsewhere, who
insisted that contraceptive advice should ideally be provided by doctors in
birth control clinics.52 Doctors played a salient role in the interwar ‘conscious
motherhood’ campaign in Poland, legitimizing the provision of contraceptive
advice.53 In contrast, the milieu of Catholic proponents of natural regulation
of births relied at large on priests and lay authors without medical training.
In comparison to other countries such as Switzerland, in Poland Catholic doc-
tors did not become widely involved in propagating the method, in either the
pre- or post-war period.54 This very limited engagement of medical practi-
tioners in Polish efforts to spread information about ‘natural regulation of
births’ may have stemmed from the Catholic church’s attempts to retain con-
trol over the teaching of the method. Only after 1956 and the liberalization of
the abortion law did Catholic doctors and nurses became more thoroughly
involved in Catholic preparation for marriage that entailed teaching on ‘nat-
ural regulation’.55

The Ogino–Knaus method was presented as reliable due to its ‘scientific’
nature, with scientific knowledge being identified as one of the salient compo-
nents of modernity. To emphasize the rationality of the entire Catholic system
of fertility regulation, depictions of the method as an ‘accomplishment of
science’ regularly appeared in pre-war Catholic publications.56 In the new

49 Pozzi, Catholic church and modern sexual knowledge, pp. 13, 136.
50 Metoda Ogino–Knaus w praktycznym zastosowaniu (kalendarzyk małżeński) (The Ogino–Knaus method

in practical application) (Warsaw, 1937).
51 Szczepan Sobalkowski, Troska duszpasterza o małżeństwo chrześcijańskie (The priest’s care of

Christian marriage) (Kielce, 1938), p. 28.
52 Gawin, ‘Planowanie rodziny’, pp. 232–3; Cathy Moran Hajo, Birth control on main streets: organ-

izing clinics in the United States, 1916–1939 (Urbana, IL, 2010).
53 Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska, ‘Działacze ruchu świadomego macierzyństwa w latach 30 XX

wieku’ (‘Conscious motherhood activists in the 1930s’), in Bożena Urbanek, ed., Zawód lekarza na
ziemiach polskich w XIX i XX wieku (The profession of medical doctor in Polish lands in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries) (Warsaw, 2009), pp. 271–4.

54 Rusterholz, ‘Reproductive behavior and contraceptive practices’, p. 53.
55 Kuźma-Markowska and Ignaciuk, ‘Family planning advice’, pp. 256–8.
56 Metoda Ogino–Knaus, p. 9.
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communist political reality of the post-war years, Catholic advice books contin-
ued to present the Ogino–Knaus method as a scientific achievement, and users
as modern Catholics, claiming that the technique facilitated realization of the
‘rational fertility’ endorsed by both science and religion.57 Both pre- and post-
war Catholic teachings also emphasized the health of the mother, whose well-
being might be endangered by too frequent pregnancies.58 Economic argu-
ments were particularly convincing during the Great Depression.59 As one
author argued in 1937, ‘today’s economic system does not allow for feeding
numerous offspring’.60 Another prominent set of rationales referred to popu-
lation issues and eugenics, discussed below in the section on family size.

IV

In this section, we explore conceptualizations of the objectives of marriage by
Catholic authors, juxtaposing them with a broader discussion pertaining to
(marital) sexuality that was taking place in Poland particularly in the pre-war
years, in the milieus of liberal and socialist proponents of ‘conscious mother-
hood’. The gradual reconfiguration of sexuality in marriage, triggered by mod-
ern sexology and already present in Christian discourses in the 1920s, was also
connected to a rethinking of gender roles and gender equality.61 Therefore, in
the latter part of this section, we discuss how Polish Catholic discourse in the
1930s addressed women’s and men’s roles, and ideals relating to femininity and
masculinity.

As Lucia Pozzi has shown, the twentieth-century detachment of sex from
reproduction arose in relation to modern and secular perceptions of sexuality:
perceptions that the encyclical Casti connubii was intended to combat. To counter
the notion of sex as an autonomous sphere, increasingly present in secular litera-
ture, the Holy Office advocated a materialist approach to marriage –marital
union equalled reproduction – that persisted until the Second Vatican
Council.62 However, the encyclical also referred to secondary objectives:

For in matrimony as well as in the use of matrimonial rights there are also
secondary ends, such as mutual aid, the cultivating of mutual love, and
the quieting of concupiscence which husband and wife are not forbidden
to consider as long as they are subordinated to the primary end and so
long as the intrinsic nature of the act is preserved.63

57 Zygmunt Baranowski, Małżeństwo w nowej Polsce. Uwagi praktyczne (Marriage in the new Poland:
practical remarks) (2nd edn, Poznań, 1946). O’Brien, Rytm małżeński, p. 112.

58 Kępińska, Świadome macierzyństwo, p. 32; Aleksander Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (Poznań, 1936),
p. 43.

59 Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (1936), p. 43.
60 Metoda Ogino-Knaus, p. 9.
61 Laura Monica Ramsay, ‘“The relation of the sexes”: towards a Christian view of sex and citi-

zenship in interwar Britain’, Contemporary British History, 4 (2020), pp. 555–79.
62 Pozzi, Catholic church and modern sexual knowledge, ch. 7 and p. 230.
63 Casti connubii, para. 59, English translation, https://www.vatican.va/content/pius-xi/en/ency-

clicals/documents/hf_p-xi_enc_19301231_casti-connubii.html.
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Building on this distinction, Polish publications recognized the role of sexuality
beyond procreation and, to some extent, praised marital eroticism.

Catholic authors of books published in Poland in the pre- and post-war per-
iods discussed the objectives of marriage at length. Although Catholic priests
and thinkers emphasized that the primary aim of marriage was reproduction,
they also acknowledged the forming of a marital bond, unity, and mutual
assistance. The secondary objectives of marriage, these authors insisted, con-
stituted why Catholic couples should employ church-approved fertility
regulation.

The primary aim of marriage was framed as ‘giving life’, and the purpose of
sexuality was to serve this goal. ‘Eroticism/sexuality in marriage is blessed as a
source of new life’, stated Zygmunt Baranowski.64 While the birth of children
strengthened marital bonds, reproduction enabled marriage to fulfil its social
role.65 Several pre-war Catholic booklets published in Poland recognized the
importance of sex in the development of marital unity.66 Georg declared
that the experience of forming ‘one body’ during sex was important for
strengthening the marital bond.67 Catholic authors agreed that complete
abstinence should be the choice of priests, not couples.68 Zajdlicz, underscoring
that marital sex was the only possibility for Catholics to satisfy their sexual
desire, placed considerable emphasis on the other objectives of marriage
such as providing mutual aid and solace, aims also emphasized in other inter-
war publications.69 Such a framing of marriage objectives and the stress that
Zajdlicz put on marital sexual satisfaction sparked reactions from liberal and
socialist proponents of birth control, engaged in interwar Poland in the ‘con-
scious motherhood’ campaign. Boy-Żeleński and Budzińska-Tylicka, whom
Zajdlicz directly mentioned in the first edition of his publication, highlighted
the congruity between The discovery of Dr Ogino and liberal and socialist stances
on the role of sex in marriage.70 In this acknowledgement of the importance of
sex in creating and maintaining the marital bond, Catholic authors such as
Zajdlicz resembled liberal and socialist activists and journalists.71 Such a stance
was also visible in publications of foreign authors connected to the Protestant
or reformist milieus and denominations, some of which eased their position on
contraception prior to the publication of Casti connubii, referring among other

64 Zygmunt Baranowski, Miłość w małżeństwie. Szkoła współżycia małżeńskiego (Love in marriage: the
school of marital cohabitation) (Poznań, 1948).

65 Stanisław Bross, Miłość, małżeństwo, rodzina (Love, marriage, and the family) (Katowice, 1948),
p. 36.

66 Sobalkowski, Troska duszpasterza.
67 Georg, Z tajników pożycia małżeńskiego.
68 Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (1932), pp. 16–17.
69 Ibid., pp. 9–10.
70 Kuźma-Markowska, ‘Confrontation and dialogue’.
71 Dobrochna Kałwa, ‘Kobieca seksualność w świetle teorii Michela Foucaulta: spojrzenie na

Polskę międzywojenną’ (‘Female sexuality in the light of Michel Foucault’s theory: a look at inter-
war Poland’), in Anna Żarnowska and Andrzej Szwarc, eds., Kobieta i rewolucja obyczajowa.
Społeczno-kulturowe aspekty seksualności. Wiek XIX i XX (Women and the revolution of morals: socio-
cultural aspects of sexuality in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries) (Warsaw, 2006), pp. 17–29, at p. 23.
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things to marital sexuality in their rationales.72 As argued by Laura Ramsay,
new, more positive approaches to sexuality had already emerged among
Christians in Britain in the early 1920s, when old traditional norms were
revised in the light of new sexological knowledge.73

These teachings persisted in the post-war period. Some authors stressed
that the role of sex in marriage was not limited to conception, but was also a
means of ‘mutual devotion’ (wzajemne oddanie). Jan Marski claimed that sex-
ual intercourse in marriage could never be ‘something sinful’ as it was an
expression of love.74 O’Brien explicitly depicted marital sexuality as a source
of happiness. As ‘permanent abstinence’ was harmful for marriage, an
unbearable burden on Catholics, and could have negative psychological con-
sequences, married couples should not abstain from sex when attempting to
prevent conception.75 In addition, O’Brien elaborated extensively on the con-
tention that sperm was beneficial for the female body, linking theological
and medical arguments in a seemingly scientific claim also employed by
other authors.76 According to O’Brien, women’s physical and mental health
depended on sexual intercourse.77 The value given to sexuality by these
Catholic writers went beyond the framing of marital sexuality as a remedy
for sexual desire.

Discussions on sexuality, marriage, and family planning in Catholic publica-
tions also reveal the authors’ beliefs about gender. As Pozzi has discussed, fem-
inism and the idea of gender equality were condemned in Casti connubii in an
attempt to restore traditional values. The notion of women’s rights had not
only inspired birth control but also went ‘hand in hand with the new concep-
tion of sexuality’.78 However, portrayals of femininity and masculinity in
advice books were far more multifaceted, particularly in reference to marital
sexual pleasure.

In Polish Catholic advice literature, women were depicted as naturally
maternal, ready to sacrifice themselves for their offspring even before a
child was born. Descriptions of somatic and mental disorders among childless
women were often included to illustrate the unnatural and unhealthy essence
of such a condition. However, women were also sexual beings and should enjoy
marital sexual relations. With the exception of one author, who viewed wifely
sexual duty as a burden, the majority of authors emphasized the need for both
men and women to experience sexual pleasure.79 ‘Both spouses have equal
right to sexual intercourse’, declared Michał Sopoćko.80 Georg stated that
mutual pleasure was important and that a husband’s role was to provide his

72 Peter Sedgwick, ‘The Lambeth Conferences on contraception, 1908–1968’, Theology, 2 (2020),
pp. 95–103.

73 Ramsay, ‘“Relation of the sexes”’, pp. 565–8.
74 Jan Marski, Małżeństwo wierne naturze (Poznań, 1948), p. 5.
75 O’Brien, Rytm małżeński, pp. 49–50.
76 Kuria Metropolitalna w Warszawie, Katechizacja narzeczonych, p. 93.
77 Pavuk, ‘Catholic birth control?’, pp. 74–5.
78 Pozzi, Catholic church and modern sexual knowledge, p. 229.
79 Baranowski, Miłość w małżeństwie, p. 33.
80 Sopoćko, Nauka przedślubna (1948), pp. 23–34.
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wife with sexual satisfaction.81 Pre-marital course materials from the early
1950s comprehensively explained that men ‘should not be violent but tender
and loving, otherwise sexual acts could provoke disgust and fear in
women’.82 Sexual intercourse was therefore not seen as a mere biological
need, but the right of both spouses.

Catholic authors rejected double standards in relation to pre-marital sexu-
ality, demanding ‘chastity’ from both men and women.83 Equality of demands
for both sexes had been promoted by Christian feminists since the early twen-
tieth century.84 This premise was demonstrated in publications discussing ideal
masculinity, which promoted a model of Catholic manhood based on self-
restraint, strong will, and care of women.85 These qualities, required to practise
natural regulation of births, resemble the masculinity promoted in Britain as
part of the ‘culture of abstinence’, in which self-control was regarded as the
proper way to limit births.86 The stress on self-restraint was also present in
religious teachings in several other countries and settings. As argued by
Anne-Françoise Praz, Protestant religious discourses in early twentieth-
century Switzerland specifically targeted men, prompting them to change
their sexual behaviour and to practise the self-restraint necessary to limit chil-
dren and to attain the new model of a good father and husband. In contrast,
Catholic discourses did not directly address men and ‘supported the husband’s
right to frequent sexual intercourse’, inciting men to produce many children.87

The discrepancy between Protestant and Catholic teachings probably dimin-
ished after 1930, when the publication of Casti connubii led to the development
of the model of masculinity promoted in the publications of Polish Catholic
authors, whose inspiration might have been the ideals promoted by
Protestant priests and sex reformers.

Apparently, women, with their less significant sexual appetites, did not
need to develop such qualities as self-restraint or strong will. This conviction
had appeared in Catholic family planning literature as early as the 1930s, when
one publication asserted that ‘women agree more willingly to periodic abstin-
ence’. Men supposedly preferred to resort to artificial contraception or even
abortion rather than periodically abstain from sex.88 Periodic abstinence
using the ‘calendar’ method was therefore also intended to protect women
from male sexual appetites.

This conservative model of femininity that stressed self-sacrifice and sexual
passivity of women differed significantly from the ideals applauded by liberal

81 Georg, Z tajników pożycia małżeńskiego.
82 Kuria Metropolitalna w Warszawie, Katechizacja narzeczonych, p. 91.
83 H. Dobrowiejski, Słówko do narzeczonych (Katowice, 1948).
84 Ramsay, ‘“Relation of the sexes”’, p. 564.
85 Przykłady do katechez i kazań o narzeczeństwie (Examples of catechesis and sermons about the

betrothal period) (n.p., 1948).
86 Simon Szreter, Fertility, class and gender in Britain, 1860–1949 (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 367–439.
87 Anne-Françoise Praz, ‘Religion, masculinity and fertility decline: a comparative analysis of

Protestant and Catholic culture (Switzerland 1890–1930)’, History of the Family, 14 (2009), pp. 88–106.
88 Antoni Szymański, Ograniczenie urodzeń i karalność przerywania ciąży (Limitation of births and the

criminality of abortion) (Lublin, 1930), p. 16.
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and socialist enthusiasts of ‘conscious motherhood’ in interwar Poland. They
envisaged birth control as a tool to change the position of women in the family
and in society, leading to the evolution of the family from a patriarchal model
to a modern one characterized by equal relations between spouses. According
to the proponents of ‘conscious motherhood’, the ability to limit the number of
children was seen as a prerequisite of women’s emancipation and equality, as
well as sexual satisfaction, much in line with the ideals of interwar Western
sexual reformers, whose ideas Polish pioneers of birth control applauded.89

As previously mentioned, arguments in favour of natural birth control
prioritized the health of women. Moreover, in contrast to discourses recom-
mending total abstinence, because the rhythm method relied on self-
awareness and self-observation, female physiology was placed centre-stage.
This may have contributed to a shift in the perception of women’s roles in
the transmission of Catholic teachings. During the 1930s and 1940s, Catholic
discourse on family planning in Poland was almost exclusively produced by
men. However, in the second half of the 1940s, Majdański began to write
about the special role Catholic women should take in promoting the rhythm
method. He suggested that lay Catholic women, and professionals such as tea-
chers and medical doctors in particular, should come together to create ‘a big
organization’ known as the Women’s Social Service.90 Pre-marital course ma-
terials elaborated in Warsaw during the early 1950s included a section written
by an anonymous female doctor, demonstrating the increasing role of lay
women in the institutionalized transmission of Catholic teachings.91 In the
ensuing decades, particularly after the debates in 1956–7, women became
important actors in the shaping of Catholic instruction of natural birth control
in Poland.

As we have stressed in this section, a visible similarity regarding the objec-
tives of marriage as well as gender roles and models characterized pre- and
post-war Polish Catholic publications on family planning. In their emphasis
on the role of sex in creating a marital bond, as well as in the promoted ideals
of masculinity, Catholic authors encouraged ideals resembling those endorsed
in Catholic – and at times Protestant – milieus in other countries, but they
were at odds with the visions of family and femininity applauded by Polish
birth control pioneers. In the framing of marital sexuality, Catholic authors
resorted to modern medical arguments, merging them with moral premises.

V

In this section we discuss the ideal family size promoted by Catholic writers
and examine the similarities and dissimilarities in supporting arguments
used in the interwar and post-war periods. Our particular interest lies in
population-related arguments delineated in publications, their connection to

89 Kałwa, ‘Głosy kobiet’, p. 128; Marcinkowska-Gawin, ‘“Boyownicy i boyowniczki”’, p. 143.
90 Walenty Majdański, Rodzina wobec nadchodzącej epoki (The family and the upcoming age)

(Bydgoszcz, 1946), pp. 59–61.
91 Kuria Metropolitalna w Warszawie, Katechizacja narzeczonych, pp. 96–106.
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eugenic and nationalist framing, and changes due to war losses and the need to
rebuild the population.

Throughout the period under study, the ideal family size advocated by the
authors of Catholic advice books was four or five children. Majdański described
this as a ‘rational large family’, a balance between uncontrolled procreation
and a small family with one or two children.92 ‘Irrational’ procreation was
deemed unhealthy and damaging for marital relationships: as the priest
Zygmunt Baranowski, author of three books on marriage in the late 1940s,
phrased it, ‘one shouldn’t beget ( płodzić) children without thinking’.93 In the
1930s, Zajdlicz emphasized that ‘blind’ or ‘mechanical’ fertility should be
replaced with ‘conscious’ reproduction, enabling Catholics to ‘fulfil their
duty’ to God and the nation.94 Catholic authors urged readers to combine
‘nature’ – a positive attitude to fertility – with ‘culture’, understood as knowl-
edge and rationality.95

Authors also presented a range of arguments for having more than two chil-
dren, the number that particularly predominated among middle-class families
and the intelligentsia in the interwar era. Stanisław Bross, author of a pamph-
let entitled Love, marriage and the family, published in 1935 and 1948, argued
that mothers had ‘enough love’ for many children, and that reproducing was
a duty ‘to the state and humanity’.96 A large family therefore complied with
both the law of nature – identified in Catholic writing with the ‘laws of
God’ – and social duty.

These publications also linked limiting family size to maternal and child
health. Georg argued that giving birth too often endangered women’s health,
while a marriage preparation script by an anonymous author recommended
not bearing children more frequently than every other year.97 According to
Georg, four to five children made it possible to have a ‘normal’, healthy family
while also guaranteeing ‘constant population growth’.98 In discourses about
ideal family size, rationality, cultural behaviour, normalcy, morality, and
health were the key arguments for ‘regulating births’.

As already mentioned, Catholic authors considered having a large family to
be the fulfilment of not only religious but also national duty, therefore having
to navigate between the recognition of the need to control fertility and ideas of
national strength lying in population numbers, especially where compared to
real or perceived enemies. In the pre-war years, Catholic proponents of fam-
ilies with four or five children expressed diverse stances on demographic
issues. Living in a country characterized by high birth rates, one author
perceived periodic abstinence as a way to prevent ‘overpopulation’ in

92 Walenty Majdański, Polska kwitnąca dziećmi. Książka dla dorosłych (Poland flourishing with children:
a book for adults) (n.p., 1947), pp. 7–10.

93 Baranowski, Małżeństwo w nowej Polsce.
94 Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (1936), p. 45.
95 Georg, Z tajników pożycia małżeńskiego.
96 Bross, Miłość, małżeństwo, rodzina, pp. 40–1.
97 Georg, Z tajników pożycia małżeńskiego; Kuria Metropolitalna w Warszawie, Katechizacja narzec-

zonych, pp. 100–1.
98 Georg, Z tajników pożycia małżeńskiego.
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Poland.99 Zajdlicz, however, believed that families having fewer than five chil-
dren would reduce the population.100 Marski, in both pre-war and post-war edi-
tions of his Marriage faithful to nature, argued that he did not aim to reduce the
number of children born to a family, because that would mean ‘a great social
mistake’, since only a large family serves the state because ‘imperial power’
lies in the families. Poland – he claimed – was facing a population decline,
‘which might soon become a danger for our future’.101 The pre-war edition con-
tained an appendix with quotations from the press which clearly pointed to
population threats from the German and Jewish populations. Germany was por-
trayed as a nation that was increasing population-wise, while the Jewish minor-
ity in Poland was suspected of promoting birth control in order to weaken Polish
Christians. This understanding could have been triggered by a more general idea
of Polishness as closely related to Catholicism, promoted by right-wing politi-
cians and part of the episcopate since the early twentieth century.102

In the post-war edition, this appendix was logically excluded, but Marski
added that rational birth control would ‘help rebuild the country devastated
by war’, and preserved the general view that the nation’s strength lay in dem-
ography.103 The pre- and post-war editions of the book on marriage prepar-
ation by the priest Michał Sopoćko included the same paragraphs depicting
motherhood as women’s ‘military service’ to the nation. The post-war edition,
nevertheless, was considerably revised, and the author put even more stress on
large families and on the indissolubility of marriage.104 Interestingly, Sopoćko
did not allude in these writings to the image of Poland as having an excep-
tional mission for Christianity, which he was developing in his efforts to spread
the cult of Divine Mercy from the 1930s.105 Several other post-1945 publica-
tions emphasized the demographic problems faced by Poland. Zygmunt
Baranowski, for instance, warned that ‘avoiding pregnancy is not only a sin
but also a hostile act to the state and the nation’.106

A particular case was the work of Majdański, who addressed population
issues extensively in his four books, published and republished between
1937 and 1947, combining Catholic sexual morality with highly nationalistic
and racist discourse. Focusing on abortion, which he viewed as a threat to
the Polish nation, he stated that, while the ‘fight of the white race for bio-
logical survival’ did not require unrestrained fertility, it did rely on the produc-
tion of numerous offspring.107 He openly praised modernity (nowoczesność)
with its rationality, whenever the believers (and the nation) had enough

99 Sobalkowski, Troska duszpasterza, p. 24.
100 Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (1936), p. 45.
101 Marski, Małżeństwo wierne naturze (1935).
102 Brian Porter-Szucs, ‘The Birth of the “Polak-Katolik”’, Sprawy Narodowościowe (Nationalities

Affairs), 49 (2017), pp. 1–12.
103 Jan Marski, Małżeństwo wierne naturze (Poznań, 1946), p. 4.
104 Sopoćko, Nauka przedślubna (1948).
105 Robert E. Alvis, ‘The tenacity of popular devotions in the age of Vatican II: learning from the

Divine Mercy’, Religions, 12 (2021), https://doi.org/10.3390/rel12010065.
106 Baranowski, Małżeństwo w nowej Polsce.
107 Majdański, Rodzina wobec nadchodzącej epoki, pp. 21–35.
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‘moral strength’.108 In his post-war Poland flourishing with children, he argued
that, while ‘conscious motherhood and fatherhood’ are ‘an expression of pro-
gress’, they may lead to ‘the death of the nation’.109 Majdański’s approach
would become an inspiration for the post-1956 anti-abortion campaign involv-
ing the primate of Poland, Stefan Wyszyński. Both Majdański and Wyszyński,
fearing that the new reproductive policies and resulting falling birth rate
would jeopardize the existence of the Polish nation, used highly pro-natalist
language in their criticism of the abortion law and state-supported birth
control campaign.110

Nationalism also appeared, though indirectly, in eugenics-related rationales
for using the Ogino–Knaus method, present in the Catholic discourse in the
1930s. These arguments could be framed as ‘mildly eugenic’, a term we employ
to underline the voluntary nature of eugenic measures commended by Catholic
authors and their approval of ‘positive eugenics’ discussed below. Although a
number of Catholic authors criticized hard-line eugenic ideas such as steriliza-
tion, which was condemned in Casti connubii, they still perceived Catholic
fertility regulation as an opportunity to produce ‘high-quality children’
through choosing and preparing for the moment of conception.111 The notion
of ‘high-quality’ children, as it may be inferred from Zajdlicz’s publication,
entailed both physical and moral or spiritual excellence of the offspring envi-
saged as members of the ‘race’, the term used by Zajdlicz and widely present in
interwar eugenic discourse. Such children, according to the Catholic author,
would not ‘fill up hospitals and prisons’ because of their acts and conditions
stemming from poor moral and physical health, but would guarantee a good
future for the nation.112

With their references to sterilization, ‘race’, and ‘high quality’, Polish
authors participated in the global Catholic debate on eugenics that in the
interwar period underwent several modifications, at times producing specific
local versions.113 Casti connubii denounced negative eugenic measures such as
sterilization that would lead to the decrease of the number of children, par-
ticularly among persons deemed ‘unfit’. At the same time, the encyclical did
not condemn ‘positive eugenics’, which entailed efforts to produce healthy
children, particularly among ‘the fit’.114 Catholic milieus, as stressed by
Monika Loscher in her article on Austria, shared a eugenic concern about
declining birth rates and about the quality of a nation plagued by alcoholism

108 Ibid.
109 Majdański, Polska kwitnąca dziećmi, p. 8.
110 Kuźma-Markowska, ‘Marx or Malthus’, p. 586.
111 Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (1932), p. 29; Kępińska, Świadome macierzyństwo, pp. 136–9.
112 Zajdlicz, Odkrycie dr. Ogino (1932), p. 29.
113 Donald J. Dietrich, ‘Catholic eugenics in Germany, 1920–1945: Hermann Muckermann, S.J. and

Joseph Mayer’, Journal of Church and State, 34 (1992), pp. 574–600.
114 Emmanuel Betta, ‘From biopolitics to eugenics: the encyclical Casti connubii’, Journal of

Religious History, Literature, and Culture, 2 (2018), pp. 39–68; Etienne Lepicard, ‘Eugenics and
Roman Catholicism: an encyclical letter in context: Casti connubii, December 31, 1931’, Science in
Context, 11 (1998), pp. 527–44.
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or sexually transmitted diseases, and attempted to combat them with such
‘positive eugenic’ measures as marriage counselling or education.115

Eugenic discourse was present in the Polish birth control movement in both
the pre- and post-war years, and several activists and doctors engaged in the
‘conscious motherhood’ campaign applauded eugenics, including voluntary
and/or coercive sterilization.116 Despite the popularity of eugenic ideas in
the interwar years, initiatives by proponents to pass sterilization laws and
other measures proved futile.117 The presence of ‘mildly eugenic’ arguments
in some Catholic advice books was thus in tune with more general cultural
trends in interwar Poland and in Catholic milieus in other countries, with mod-
ernity constituting one of them, and the persistence of these ideas is visible in
a number of post-war publications. In marriage preparation material published
in 1952, a section on ‘Catholic eugenics’ stated that ‘children must be given a
healthy body and a healthy soul’ and recommended pre-marital medical exam-
ination.118 In this respect, Catholic discourse mirrored debates on compulsory
medical check-ups before marriage, held among experts and state officials in
the late 1940s.

VI

Our analysis of Catholic advice books on marriage and family published in
Poland between 1930 and 1957 reveals considerable continuity in Catholic
teachings on family planning, in terms of content, argumentation, authorship,
and transnational influences. The Ogino–Knaus method, presented as moral,
healthy, and useful for Catholics, was embedded in broader discourse on the
objectives of marriage, marital sexuality, and gender roles. Owing to demo-
graphic circumstances, Catholic teachings increasingly stressed population
issues, but the underlying rationale remained unchanged, despite the turbu-
lent political and social transformations of the period in question.

Throughout the period, Poland remained transnationally connected
through translations. The reception of the 1930 encyclical was a complex pro-
cess, in which both the text itself and Catholic debates elsewhere influenced
the ideas that Polish publications intended to transmit to the faithful. The ana-
lysis of the content shows the reception of the encyclical ideas, such as the pri-
mary and secondary aims of marriage, and the need for marriage preparation,
as well as broad elaborations of the Ogino–Knaus method, developed in
Catholic publications in other countries but not present in the encyclical itself.
Some threads and arguments in this discourse brought Catholic understanding

115 Monika Loscher, ‘Eugenics and Catholicism in interwar Austria’, in Marius Turda and Paul
J. Weindling, eds., ‘Blood and homeland’: eugenics and racial nationalism in central and southeast
Europe, 1900–1940 (Budapest, 2007), pp. 299–316.

116 Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska, ‘An unexpected continuity: voluntary and compulsory steriliza-
tion in the rhetoric of the pre- and post-World War II Polish birth control movement’, East
Central Europe, 1 (2011), pp. 97–114.

117 Magdalena Gawin, Rasa i nowoczesność. Historia polskiego ruchu eugenicznego (1880–1952) (Race and
modernity: the history of the Polish eugenic movement, 1880–1952) (Warsaw, 2003).

118 Kuria Metropolitalna w Warszawie, Katechizacja narzeczonych, pp. 95–7.
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of sexuality closer to Protestant denominations, in spite of these being mar-
ginal in interwar Poland. However, unlike Protestants, Catholic authors
rejected ‘artificial’ contraception.

As in other countries, the Catholic church in Poland actively co-constructed
modernity, with its emphasis on rationality and science-based arguments, as
well as ideas to reduce fertility and develop a renewed and more positive
approach to sexuality. Arguments based on medical knowledge appeared across
all the threads discussed in this article, from the Ogino–Knaus method to the
advice to limit the number of children. Catholic authors promoted a ‘rational’
approach to fertility, even if still advocating large families and using rationality
as only supportive to key moral and religious concerns. In contrast with other
countries, however, the role of medical doctors in the propagation and imple-
mentation of the Ogino–Knaus method remained less prominent, to the benefit
of the clergy. Polish Catholic teachings on family planning also stressed popula-
tion issues, connecting Catholic management of fertility to the nation’s well-
being, in terms of both the numbers and the ‘quality’ of offspring.

Finally, the Polish case shows how Catholic discourse dialogued and over-
lapped with the secular liberal ideas of the ‘conscious motherhood’ movement
in interwar Poland. In spite of mutual hostility and important differences in
approach to contraception, abortion, and women’s emancipation, a close com-
parison of Catholic and secular discourses reveals some similarities, as, for
example, in their understanding of sexuality or in evaluations of particular
birth control methods. The Catholic response to secularization in the realm
of reproduction, which took place on the global level through the encyclical
Casti connubii, also developed in the particular Polish context, and contributed
to the transformation of attitudes towards fertility in Polish society. This con-
text proved crucial in both the early 1930s and the mid-1950s, when a shift in
population and reproductive policies engendered a strong reaction from the
Catholic church. The interventions of the Catholic church into reproduction-
and sexuality-related issues continued in ensuing decades up until contempor-
ary times, when the church’s teachings still influence legislation pertaining to
LGBTQ+ rights or to reproduction in Poland, where abortion is almost com-
pletely banned and contraception is not subsidized.
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